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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a multi-sensor based method of automatic grasping motion
control for multiple synthetic actors. Despite the fact that it is described and
implemented in our specific model, the method is general and can be applicable to other
models. A heuristic method is defined to decide the different grasping strategies from
object geometry, hand geometry and observation of real grasping. Inverse kinematics
can derive the final posture of the arms in order to bring the hands around the object.
Multi-sensor object detection decides the finger contact points on the object and
determine their position and orientation. Then, a group of polynomials  derived from
Euler-Lagrange equation is used to interpolate between the initial and final arm postures
resulting in a more realistic real-time motion than linear interpolation. We also present
3D interactive grasping examples involving multiple synthetic actors.
Keywords: synthetic actor, grasping, DataGlove, multi-sensors, inverse kinematics
1. Introduction
Research in human grasping is an important field in medical study and robotics. With
the advents of synthetic actors in computer animation, it has also become a key issue in
this field. Magnenat Thalmann et al. (1988) proposed a semi-automatic way of grasping
for a synthetic actor interacting with the environment. They also describe hand
deformations based on the concept of joint-dependent local deformation operators. A
knowledge-based approach is suitable for simulating human grasping, and an expert
system can be used for this purpose (Rijpkema and Girard 1991). Kunii et al. (1993)
have presented a model of hands and arms based on manifold mappings. They have also
considered dependencies between joints and made some realistic animation of hand
gesture. Recently, Mas and Thalmann [Mas and Thalmann 94] have presented a hand
control and automatic grasping system using an inverse kinematics based method. The
work described in the present paper is based on this earlier work and extends it in three
ways:
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21) A generalization of the concept of multi-sensors for hand joints is proposed to
allow synthetic actors to grasp common objects, share them and exchange them
with other actors.
2) In order to produce a more realistic arm motion,  polynomials based on the
Lagrange-Euler equation have been introduced.
3) 3D interactive grasping method based on DataGlove and head-mounted displays
has been added for VR applications
Finally, it is important to mention that all the methods described in this paper have been
integrated into TRACK (Boulic et al. 1994b), our general motion control system, a key
component in the ESPRIT HUMANOID project.
In the following sections, we will first introduce our human model, especially on hand
and arm in Section 2. Then the grasping motion control is presented in Section 3
emphasizing the multi-sensor approach. The polynomials from Lagrange-Euler equation
are deduced and discussed in Section 4. The 3D interactive grasping approach is
described in Section 5. Finally we present some results, evaluate our method, and
discuss the future work.
2. Modeling
Our hand model is part of the HUMANOID data structure, which provides a complete
human skeleton structure with rigid articulated figures connected by one to three DOFs
at each joint. Special care has been given to the mobility of the hand model, due to the
great complexity of the wrist-palm region on which the fingers articulate themselves.
First at the level of the metacarpus, a small flexing mobility has been provided to model
the deformations of the palm. Then a standard structure is used for the four following
fingers: pinky, ring, middle and index. It is organized as:
- the first flexing DOF for closing the first knuckle;
- a pivoting rotation for the lateral mobility of the finger;
- the two final flexing DOFs for closing the corresponding knuckles.
The thumb has a very specific organization due to its special mobility:
- a pivoting rotation around an axis oriented like the index finger vector;
- a twisting rotation along the thumb axis naturally coupled with the previous one so as
to control the orientation of the thumb finger;
- a lateral rotation perpendicular to the twisting and the natural flexion axis (abduct);
- three successive flexing DOFs for closing the following segments.
Figure 1 shows the degrees-of-freedom for the hand model and Figure 2 shows a view
of the right hand skeleton and Fig. 3 a hand with attached volumes.
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Figure 1. The name table of DOFs of  hand model
Figure 2. 3D view of the skeleton of the right hand indicating the location of the node_3D in the rest position.
(the integer values refer to Figure 1).
Figure 3. Hand attached with volumes for grasping
2.2 Arm model
For grasping process, the arm is also an essential part and we propose to model it using the
following DOFs (see Figure 4):
At the clavicle :
- clav_abduct : up and down motion in the coronal plane (y BODY )
- clav_rotate :  rotation in the transverse plane (z BODY )
4At the scapula :
- scap_abduct : up and down motion in the coronal plane (y BODY )
- scap_rotate :  rotation in the transverse plane (z BODY )
At the shoulder :
- shoulder_flexion :  forward-backward motion in the sagital plane (x BODY )
- shoulder_abduct : side motion in the coronal plane (y BODY )
- shoulder_twisting :  along the forearm axis
At the elbow :
- elbow_flexion : flexion-extension of the arm in the sagital plane (x BODY )
- elbow_twisting :  along the arm axis.
At the wrist :
- wrist_flexion :  rotation of the hand in the coronal plane (y BODY )
- wrist_pivot  : rotation of the hand in the sagital planes (x BODY )
                 
Figure  4.  The front and side views of the mobility of the arm in rest position.
3. Grasping motion control
There are three steps in this procedure:
• inverse kinematics to find the final arm posture
• grasping decision
• multi-sensor process
3.1 Inverse kinematics to find the final arm posture
Inverse kinematics (Philips et al. 1990) is a widely used technique in Robotics. This
technique is suited to control or constraint strategic parts of the articulated figure which
location depends on a set of parameters. The control scheme is based on a linearization
of the location problem at the current state of the system.
Before using inverse kinematics, the first problem is to select an end effector on the
open chain of the articulated figure. There are many choices for grasping that result in
different treatments. As shown in Figure 5, we choose the hand center as the end
effector for convenience. The hand center can be on palm surface or above it. It depends
5whether the final frames are inside or not. The Z axis is perpendicular to the palm of the
hand, X is parallel to the direction of straight fingers, and Y is the cross product of X
and Z. The frame should be aligned to the final object frame for the final posture. This
final object frame depends on the geometry of the object, the hand size, and avoidance
of collision if more than one hand are grasping one object. Our heuristic approach is
discussed in the next section.
Figure 5. The hand center frame used as end effector for inverse kinematics
3.2 Heuristic grasping decision
From observation on real grasping and methods in robotics (see (Mas and Thalmann
1994), there are many ways of grasping with one or two hands, with two to five fingers
of each hand according to the type, geometry and weight of the object to be grasped.
We summarize it in Table 1 only for solid primitives. For a more general object, the
decision should be made according to its multiple bounding volumes. The bounding
volumes can be a sphere, a cube, a cylinder etc. For example, for the surface model of a
human body, the head will be bounded by a sphere, and the neck by a cylinder.
Type Size Grasping way
Cube
Sphere
Cylinder
Frustum
lateral 
pinch
large diameter
small diameter
small height
small diameter
large diameter
tripod 
wrap 
disk
pinch
wrap
thin
thick
and
Table 1. The grasping decision
        
a. cube lateral b. cube pinch
6c. sphere tripod d. sphere wrap
    
e.  cylinder pinch                f. cylinder wrap g. cylinder wrap
Figure 6. The different grasping ways for different objects
In all cases, pinch is applied if the primitive is too small to be grasped by more than two
fingers. Two hands are applied if it is too large to be taken by one hand. Small and large
are compared with hand size.
Now, we come back to the problem of finding our final object frame. For the cube, this
is done as follows:
-  we state that the thumb always remain on a visible surface;
- we prevent the palm face the exterior side of the body because it results in an
unnatural grasping;
- the contact faces can be chosen by minimizing a weighted sum of translation and
rotation between the initial and final hand postures (Mas and Thalmann 1994).
The goal cube frame is then determined according to the following procedure:
- set the center of the cube as the initial origin of the axis;
- transform the cube to hand local frame to check whether it collides with hand at initial
posture;
- until no collision has been found;
- otherwise the origin should be moved closer to the border of cube and making
collision detection again ;
- the orientation of each axis is the same as the local frame of cube;
Sphere, cylinder and frustum frame is similar to cube, all starting from the center of
object with orientation the same as their local frame. For large radius one, the collision
detection will move the origin to its surface. Fig. 6 shows examples.
For a general free form surface object, the origin of object frame can start from one
point inside the object which may be the center of its bounding object (either a sphere,
cube or cylinder according to its shape). In Figure 7, some final frames resulting from
this method are displayed. For the head, it starts from the bounding cylinder of the neck.
The collision detection should be performed on the object.
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Figure 7. The final grasping frame from heuristic way
3.3 Multi-sensor hand
In this section, we present a multi-sensor approach for the grasping. Our approach is
adapted from the use of proximity sensors in Robotics (Espiau and Boulic 1985), the
sensor-actuator networks (van de Panne and Fiume 1993) and recent work on human
grasping (Mass and Thalmann 1994). In our work, the sphere multi-sensors have both
touch and length sensor properties, and have been found very efficient for synthetic
actor grasping problem.
Multi-sensors are considered as a group of objects attached to the articulated figure. A
sensor is activated for any collision with other objects or sensors. Here we select sphere
sensors for their efficiency in collision detection (Figure 8).
Figure 8. The hand with sphere sensors at each joint
Each sphere sensor is fitted to its associated joint shape with different radii. This
configuration is important in our method because when a sensor is activated in a finger,
only the articulations above it stop moving, while others can still move. By doing this
way, all the fingers are finally positioned naturally around the object, as shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9. One example shown sensors in grasping
When grasping a free form surface object, the sphere sensors are detecting collision
with the object. We do not discuss more on collision detection which is beyond the
scope of this paper.
To summarize: after the hand center frame is aligned with the object frame, the fingers
are closed according to the different strategies, e.g. pinch, wrap, lateral, etc., while
sensor-object and sensor-sensor collisions are detected. When one sensor is activated,
all articulations above it are blocked. The grasping is completed when the remaining
sensors are activated or the joints reach their limit. The final arm moving problem is
now discussed in the next section.
4. Moving arm with polynomials based on Lagrange-Euler equation
In this section, the problem to solve is to move the arm from its initial posture to the
final one derived by inverse kinematics. We introduce polynomials which try to mimic
the well known invariance of the velocity profile in single goal movements [Bullock
and Grossberg 1988]. Based on Figure 9, we define some frames and angles used in
formulae of arm dynamics.
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Figure 10.  Seven angles of 3 piece arm used in formula
There are seven DOFs of our arm model. On top of each link, there is one local frame,
XYZ, X1Y1Z1 and X2Y2Z2. . Now we use spring and damping model at each joint to
simulate the muscles.
• spring torque is of the form M
fi
qi
spring
= kqi (t)qi e
fi
, i =1,× × × ,7
• damp torque is of the form M
fi
qi
damp
= hqi
˙ q i e
fi
, i = 1,× × × ,7
9• gravitation field is of the form
• total energy of arm is E = dtP(q 1
t0
t1
ò ,× × × , q 7, ˙ q 1, × × × , ˙ q 7,t)
where P  is the total power resulting from spring, damp and gravity.
q i = q i - goal - q i - current with q i - goal is the goal value and q i - current is the current value of
joint i. Time t  changes from t0  to t1. hq i  and kq i (t) are coefficient functions to be found.
• The power resulting from the sprint torque: Pq i
spring= kq i (t) ×
˙ q i, i = 1,× × × ,7
• Similarly the power from damping: Pq i
damp= hq i ×
˙ q i
2, i = 1,× × × ,7
• The power from gravitation: Pgravity=
d
dt
mi
i = 1
3
å g
®®
× Gi
®
,
whereG1
®
= 0.5r1
®
,G2
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= r1
®
+ 0.5r2
®
,G3
®
= r3
®
+ r2
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+ 0.5r3
®
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®
,r2
®
andr3
®
 are arm vector
in Figure 10.
By use all these power terms into Lagrange-Euler equation,
¶ P
¶q i
-
d
dt
¶ P
¶ ˙ q i
= 0, i = 1,× × × ,7(4.1)
We will get:
¶ Pgravity
¶q i
-
d
dt
¶ Pgravity
¶ ˙ q i
+
¶
¶q i
(hq i
i
å ˙ q i2 + ˆ k q i (t)˙ q i ) -
d
dt
(
¶
¶ ˙ q i
(hq i
i
å ˙ q i2 + ˆ k q i (t)˙ q i )) = 0 (4.2)
whereˆ  k q i (t) = kq i (t)
Considering gravitation is conserved force, 
¶ Pgravity
¶q i
-
d
dt
¶ Pgravity
¶ ˙ q i
  is always 0. By
calculating the left part, that is -
d
dt
(2hq i
˙ q i +
ˆ k q i (t)) = 0. Finally we get,
ˆ ˙ k q i (t) + 2hq i
˙  q i(t) = 0 (4.3)
The next step is to decide the viscoelastic coefficient kq i (t) to solve the equation (4.3).
The arm is pushed away from the object before the final moment and it is pulled oward
the object after the starting.
So kq i (t) should have the form as in Figure 11,
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Figure 11. The expected shape of kq i (t)
Now we have the possibility to choose different polynomials (quadratic, cubic, etc.) to
satisfy the above analysis. The simplest form is:
kq i (t) =
- Ahq i (t
2 - t) fort0 £ t £ 0.5(t1 - t0)
+ Ahq i (t
2 - t) fort0 £ t £ 0.5(t1 - t0)
ì 
í 
î 
(4.4)
where A is a value determined from solving (4.3), typically a normal constant.
Substituting (4.4) into (4.3), we obtain:
q i(t) = - 6(q i
1 - q i
0)
1
3
t - t0
t1 - t0
æ 
è 
ç ö 
ø 
÷ 
3
-
1
2
t - t0
t1 - t0
æ 
è 
ç ö 
ø 
÷ 
2é 
ë 
ê 
ù 
û 
ú + q i
0 (4.5)
where q i
0 and q i
1
 are the initial and final values of i-th DOF.
q i(t) = - 6(q i
1 - q i
0)
1
3
t - t0
t1 - t0
æ 
è 
ç 
ö 
ø 
÷ 
3n
-
1
2
t - t0
t1 - t0
æ 
è 
ç 
ö 
ø 
÷ 
2né 
ë 
ê 
ù 
û 
ú + q i
0 (4.6)
If we replace power 3 (resp. power 2) by 3n (resp. 2n), where n is any positive integer,
we can get a group of polynomials to satisfy the requirement.
In Figure 12, interpolation between initial and final postures are done with linear and
polynomial method. The time sampling step is the same for both interpolations. We
found that second one is closer to a real grasping.
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a. linear interpolation b. interpolation with polynomial (n = 1)
Figure 12. With polynomial interpolation, the motion is accelerated and decelerated
5. 3D interactive grasping
Three-dimensional interactive tools are widely available today, especially for Computer
Graphics and virtual reality applications (Gobbetti et al. 1993). Among different 3D
interactive devices, DataGloveR (or similar equipment) is the most interesting for
grasping motion control. The Fifth Dimension Toolkit (Turner et al. 1990) provides
facilities for using the DataGlove in applications as shown  in Figure 13.
The IPC-Server supports network computing that our motion control system TRACK
and the IPC-Server can run on different workstations. Here, we are only interested in
using the derived data from hand posture input. There are totally 16 data from
DataGlove, 10 from finger flexion with 2 for each fingers, and 6 from the palm position
and orientation. From section 2, one will find there are 3 flexing DOFs of each finger
most significant to our multi-sensor based grasping method, more than those from
DataGlove. We solve this problem by the fact that the flexing DOFs on each finger are
not independent to move, especially the first and second DOFs. By putting these two in
a linear function, the number of DOFs is 10.
LIG 5D Toolkit
IPC-Server
EyePhone
Application: TRACK
DataGlove
Hand postureViewing parameters NTSC signal
RGB Display Camera and grasping control
Figure 13. The framework of interactive grasping with DataGlove
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The 10 data from DataGlove finger bending are ranged from 0 to 90 degree, but the
respective DOFs of the hand model have different range as shown in Table 3. Before
using the data from DataGlove, we should make data mapping.
r_ring_fl1
r_ring_fl2
r_ring_fl3
r_middle_fl1
r_middle_fl2
r_middle_fl3
r_index_fl1
r_index_fl2
r_index_fl3
r_pinky_fl1
r_pinky_fl2
r_pinky_fl3 (-90, 0)
(-110, 0)
(-110, 30)
r_thumb_fl2
r_thumb_fl1
r_thumb_fl3
(-35, 10)
(-60, 0)
(-90, 0)
Table 3. The value range (degree) of DOFs controlled by DataGlove
At the beginning of interactive grasping, only the hand center sensor is active. The six
palm values from DataGlove are used to move it toward the object. Inverse kinematics
is used to update the arm postures from hand center movement. After the sensor is
activated, the hand is close enough to the object final frame. The hand center sensor is
deactivated and multi-sensors on hand are now used, to detect sensor object collision.
The following process is similar to the multi-sensor method discussed before. The major
difference is that the grasping strategy is defined interactively. One example is shown in
Figure 14.
Figure 14. 3D interactive grasping with DataGlove
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6. Results
All the grasping functions mentioned above have been implemented and integrated into
the TRACK system (Boulic et al. 1994b). The examples shown in this section were
performed on SGI Indigo 2 in real time.
The first example shows an actor using two hands for grasping a cube and a cylinder.
The strategies are different according to the types of the objects (Figure 15).
The second example shows two actors grasping a frustum. The first actor uses two
hands to grasp the thick part, while the second only uses one hand. The three successive
frames are shown in Figure 16.
Figure 15. Grasp different objects with two hands
Figure 16. Two actors grasp a frustum at different positions with different ways
In Figure 17, we extend the grasping method to interactions between two actors. Actor
hand shaking is shown in Figure 17, the first actor puts his right hand forward and keeps
still, then the second grasps the palm of the first actor, that is frustum grasping. After
grasping, the first actor closes fingers with sensor object detection to closely hold
other's hand.
In Figure 18, one actor uses two hands to grasp a head modeled with a triangle mesh. It
demonstrates the generality of the multi-sensor grasping method. To add a new model
of object, the only thing is to elaborate its collision algorithm with a sphere sensor.
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Figure 17. Two actors shaking hands
Figure 18. Grasp a more complicated object
In Figures 19, 20 and 21, we show two actors modeled with solid primitives and
triangle meshes holding each other. Using traditional key framing, it is very difficult to
animate this kind of behavior, but it is automatic animated after the target parts of body
are selected. With a more sophisticated reasoning method, even this selection will be
automatic in future.
15
Figure 19. Interaction between two actors modeled by solid primitives
Figure 20. Interaction between two actors modeled by triangle meshes
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Figure 21. Interaction between two actors modeled by triangle meshes
Colour Plate 1. Three frames of holding a baby
7. Implementation
The software has been implemented in ANSI C on SGI Indigo 2. As it has been
integrated into the TRACK system, the resulting motion can be sampled to produce
sequence for refinement or sequence manipulation in TRACK. The modeling of
multiple actors is supported by the newly implemented libraries Scenelib and Bodylib
(Boulic et al. 94a).
8. Conclusion
The heuristic grasping decision and multi-sensor based approach is very efficient and
general for grasping motion control. With a group of polynomials based on Euler-
Lagrange equation, the resulting real-time motion is more realistic than linear
interpolation. 3D interaction and extension to multiple actors are interesting directions.
17
Based on our research in the area of synthetic vision (Renault et al. 1990; Noser et al.
1995), we are now working in vision-based grasping. It will allow the actor to use his
visual perception to select the grasping procedure.
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